The Revolution
For Auto-Trading
& Forex
Never Miss Another Fluctuation Again!
With LedgerEx, you can capture every
PROFIT!

ledgerex.io

ABOUT US

We're
A team of very enthusiastic crypto professionals
and analysts with over a decade of industry
expertise. We are a crypto & Forex trading and
fund management solution platform. And with
LedgerEX, we provide incredible opportunity for
our investors to participate in our platform and
receive excellent returns in a short period of
time. We assist our investors in starting with as
little as $100 and earning flat 4.25%Weekly
Returns, which is totally passive income for
the period of 1 Year i.e. 52 Weeks.
Note - Each trading cycle at LEDGEREX is of 1 Year term.

OUR TECHNOLOGIES
Auto Trading Bot

A bot that has been shown to provide big returns
even in the most difficult of circumstances. This
bot is a piece of computer software designed to
execute trades automatically.

4T' S
Copy Trading
The Copy Trading method allows us to copy positions
established by selected individuals who have been
confirmed and trusted to have great portfolios, thus
streamlining the process.

Forex Trading
LEDGEREX trades one
currency with the other for
maximizing your returns and
becoming a multi-bagger
for amazing returns that too
swifttly!

Arbitrage Trading
With this technique, we leverage
even little price differences
between identical assets in two
or more markets, and our bot
acquires the item in one market
and sells it in the other to profit
from the price difference.

FOREX TRADING
The term "forex" is a combination of the
words "foreign currency" and "exchange."
Foreign exchange is the process of converting
one currency into another for a number of
purposes, most commonly for trade, tourism,
or business.
The foreign exchange market (commonly
known as forex or FX) is a global exchange
market for national currencies.
Forex markets are the world's largest and
most liquid asset markets due to the global
reach of trade, business, and finance.

FOREX TRADING
What Is the Foreign Exchange Market?
Currency trading takes place in the foreign exchange market. Currency is significant
because it allows us to buy goods and services both locally and internationally. To
undertake international commerce and business, international currencies must be
exchanged.
If you live in the United States and wish to purchase cheese from France, you or the
firm from whom you purchase the cheese must pay the French in euros (EUR). This
means that the importer in the United States would have to convert the same
amount of dollars (USD) into euros.
How does LedgerEX make use of this LEDGEREX is built on cutting-edge technology, and we automate practically
everything with our ambient back end and functionality. As a result, our technology
automates Forex conversion and provides the greatest rate of return for people all
over the world who are sailing their life in the finest boat possible.

Characteristics

Platform of prominence
Earn a fantastic passive income without doing anything. Invest in LedgerEx and we will take care of all
the hard work while you harvest the best passive revenue possible.
Global Potential
LedgerEx enables its consumers to easily enter the crypto world and go one step closer to something new
and exciting by making investments simple and justifiable.
24-hour assistance
We are always available to you. Our customer care staff is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to
offer you great service.
Low costs
Save money on needless fees and charges, and you may easily save a lot of money and make a lot of
money on the course.
Make Money While You Sleep
LedgerEx is a totally automated trading system that allows you to make money while you sleep. Remove
your focus from the turbulent market!
Earn More Than HODL
Start the bot using the cryptocurrency you own and make more of it, even if the price fluctuates!

Our Vision

LedgerEx is poised to make a difference
by making Forex & Crypto trading
simple, efficient, and stress-free. For
traders of all levels of expertise.

Our Goal

We are creating a smart trading
automation community to enable
everyone to earn additional income in
cryptocurrencies.

Our Investment Portfolio
Start with $100,
Then in $100 Multiples

Get Flat 4.25% Weekly Returns
Note - The 4.25% returns will be granted to the investor every week for the
total duration of 1 Year. I.e. around 52 weeks. Which makes it around
204% Returns on your investment in 1 Year.

Our EARNING CONCEPT

Every week you receive 4.25% ROI and the payout is set on
every Monday 6 AM to 6 PM
Let's say you invest
$10,000

Now every week on Monday you will receive a
4.25% ROI

i.e. every monday you receive $425 as your
trade profit credited in your wallet

After 4 weeks, you receive $1700 returns which
is 17% every month & annually around 204%

Note - when you withdraw your profits, 10% withdrawal charge will be deducted from these profits.

Affiliate
Programme
LedgerEX is a Pioneer for automated
trading & Forex, it allows you to reap
fantastic passive income and to take the
initiative one step further, We’ve brought
in the Affiliate program. With the help of
this tremendous program, you can make
quick cash and get your promised
returns within a few months if you can
get people to connect under your cycle.

Level Income
LEVEL

INCOME

FOR 5 MONTHS

1

3%

3 X 5 = 15%

2

1%

1X5=5%

3

1%

1X5=5%

4

1%

1X5=5%

5

1%

1X5=5%

6

1%

1X5=5%

7

0.75 %

0.75 X 5 = 3.75%

8

0.75 %

0.75 X 5 = 3.75%

9

0.75 %

0.75 X 5 = 3.75%

10

0.75 %

0.75 X 5 = 3.75%

Note Your level income will be active for 5 Months, thus
you can reap these amazing profits every time you
embed a succesful referral, yielding you 15%
returns on the first level itself over the course of 150
days i.e. 5 months. Thus, you can get more
referrals and keep compounding your earnings.

Referral Awards & Rewards
BUSINESS

Award & Rewards

$3,125

Forex Training Class, 45 Days

$6,250

Alkaline Ionizer

$12,500

LENOVO PAD

$30,000

iPhone 13

$60,000

Mac Book

$125,000

Bullet M/C

$375,000

CAR

$625,000

SEDAN

$3 Million

TATA Safari GOLD

$ 6 Million

BMW X3

$ 12 Million

BENZ 4 Matic

Note Minimum 4 directs to qualify for awards & rewards
Minimum 3 business legs are required
Business ratio in 3 legs shall be 40:30:30
Terms & Conditions Apply
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